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A lifetime of coevolution

● Developed and emerged as a discipline simultaneously in the 19th century
● Some important concepts in comparative linguistics are explicitly inspired by 

evolutionary biology (Schleicher, 1863)
● With appearance of computational methods in evolutionary biology, 

comparative linguistics followed the way, forming the discipline of 
computational historical linguistics (Jäger, 2019)



Common challenges and common solutions

● Nowadays, disciplines demonstrate the convergent evolution (Starostin, 2022)
● Language is no longer a living system, but an evolvable one (Ladoukakis et 

al., 2022)
● Prediction of evolution direction becomes more important for evolutionary 

biology and comparative linguistics (Hejnol and Martindale, 2008; Sims-
Williams, 2022; Marlo et al., 2022)

● Statistical methods are important for both the disciplines (Flego, 2022; 
Engelman, 2023)



Single nucleotide polymorphism
● In genetics, a variation in single position in a DNA sequence among the 

individuals
● In linguistics, there is no (yet) analogue for DNA

○ (Rama et al., 2014: 3) hypothesise it to be a sequence of characters (??)
● Thus, currently it is at least very complicated to find linguistic SNPs (ling-SNPs), 

changes in the language inner structure
● Language change, however, definitely happens, and there are events that signal 

about change in a sequence of characters that define the language features
● These events leave visible traces in the units of the language



Linguistic single nucleotide polymorphism (ling-SNP) markers

● Entities, directly observed in the empirical data (word list or corpus), that 
contain the traces of the change in a language

● Do not necessarily map to particular units of language
● Examples include:

○ Stress change
○ Morphological change
○ Lexical swap



Swadesh list: a chronicle of amber
● There are spans of text, where one is more likely to find ling-SNP markers
● Swadesh list items are an example of such a span



Example: East Slavic ‘mother’

● A member of 40-item Swadesh list (Holman et al., 2008)
● Standard Belarusian: маці, standard Russian: мать, Khislavichi: маць
● SNP marker: ці/ть/ць
● Possible language structure changes: vocalisation of a reduced front vowel 

(Khislavichi, Russian - Belarusian), palatalisation of a dental consonant before 
front vowel (Khislavichi, Belarusian - Russian)

● Levenshtein distances:
○ Khislavichi - Russian: 1.0, normalised: 0.25
○ Khislavichi - Belarusian: 1.0, normalised: 0.25
○ Belarusian - Russian: 2.0, normalised: 0.5



Case study: Khislavichi lects on the East Slavic tree
● The position of Khislavichi lects between the Russian and Belarusian lects is 

controversial (Karski, 1903; Durnovo et al., 1915; Zakharova and Orlova, 
2004; Ryko and Spiricheva, 2022)

● Traditional  comparison by Swadesh list is not sensitive enough, as the lects 
are closely related (Nerbonne et al., 1999)

Figure from (Ryko and Spiricheva, 2022)



Method

● Extraction of linguistic SNP markers
● Distance measurement: Levenshtein distance normalised divided (LDND) 

over the spans of texts that contain l-SNP markers
● Classification: rooted tree over distance-tree matrix



Automatic search of ling-SNP markers

● There are no ready word lists for Khislavichi, and there is a corpus of 
Khislavichi texts (approximately 100 000 tokens)

● There are ready word lists for Slavic languages, and big corpora for Slavic 
languages

● Solution: 
○ automatic extraction of a particular type of lexical items (i. e., Swadesh list items) that may 

contain ling-SNP markers from Khislavichi corpus by the model trained on the various Slavic 
languages

○ currently, manual check and manual extraction of ling-SNP markers (automatic extraction is 
not yet possible)



Automatic search for Swadesh list items: methods

● Statistical methods
○ Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
○ Conditional Random Fields (CRF)

● Neural networks
○ DistilBERT for Named Entity Recognition (DistilBERT-NER)
○ VERNet (for Grammatical Error Detection/Correction)

● Data augmentation
○ Token 3-grams



Training data

Dataset Language Script Size

CLTT Czech Latin 36 000

SET Croatian Latin 199 000

Belarusian-HSE Belarusian Cyrillic 305 000

Taiga Russian Cyrillic 197 000



Performance on the training dataset evaluation part

Model Precision Recall F1-score

HMM 0.64 0.99 0.77

HMM-augmented 0.64 0.99 0.78

CRF 1 0.87 0.93

CRF-augmented 0.99 1 0.99

DistilBERT-NER 0.23 0.66 0.34

DistilBERT-NER-augmented 0.85 0.11 0.2



Tokens found in Khislavichi by CRF-augmented

Type Swadesh list items Non-Swadesh lexical 
items that may contain 
ling-SNP markers

Errors

Tokens цябе ‘you-SG.GEN’, 
людзя́м ‘people-
PL.DAT’, пришоł ‘come-
PAST.SG.M’, ноччу 
‘night-SG.INS’, лисця 
‘leaf-PL.NOM’, hарах 
‘mountain-PL.LOC’, 
дзярэўях ‘tree-PL.LOC’, 
и́мя ‘name-SG.NOM’

фатаhрафираваць 
‘take_a_picture-INF’, 
вот ‘here’

маць ‘mother-
SG.NOM’, hлаза 
‘eye-PL.NOM’  inter 
alia



Orthographic normalisation

● Getting Khislavichi tokens closer to their actual form: ночью > ноччу ‘night-
SG.INS’, тебя > цябе ‘you-SG.GEN’

● Adding graphemes to better depict unique Khislavichi sounds: полный > 
поłный ‘full-SG.NOM.M’

● Unification of akanje manifestation: гора > гара ‘mountain-SG.NOM’ 
(Russian)

● Differentiation of voiced velar fricative/velar plosive: гара > hara ‘mountain-
SG.NOM’ (Belarusian)

● Putting accents where necessary: iмя > имя́ ‘name-SG.NOM’ (Belarusian)
● Unification of different graphical manifestations of the same sound:  лісцця > 

лисцця ‘leaf-PL.NOM’ (Belarusian)



Detected l-SNP markers (Khislavichi/Russian/Belarusian)

● Phonetic segmental: оłн/олн/оўн
● Phonetic suprasegmental: юдзя́м/ю́дям/юдзя́м
● Morphological segmental: аhрафирав/аграфирав/аhрафав
● Morphological suprasegmental: дзяревья/деревья/дрэвы
● Lexical swap: видзиць/видит/бачыць



Classification basis: triangular matrix of pairwise LDND

Lect Belarusian Russian Khislavichi

Belarusian 0 # #

Russian 0.5 0 #

Khislavichi 0.25 0.33 0



Classification results



Current achievements and desired enhancements

+ Ling-SNP markers show different types of 
language variation, from phonetic to 
lexical, while rely on the verifiably efficient 
for the genetic classification Swadesh list 
items

+ Non-Swadesh list items found by model 
provide additional insights into the 
differences between lects

+ Hyper-sensitivity of LDND is helpful for the 
East Slavic material, problematic for 
traditional lexicostatistics  methods 
(Starostin, 1989)

+ A very special place of Khislavichi lects in 
the East Slavic system is shown

- Low recall for Swadesh list items require 
new methods of automatic ling-SNP 
markers search

- LDND is hyper-sensitive, it is not scalable 
for the deeper classification (Prokić and 
Moran, 2013) - this requires other 
methods

- UPGMA/distance-tree matrix is 
significantly less informative in 
comparison to current computational 
phylogenetic algorithms, such as Naive 
Bayes, which are to be implemented

- Comparing standard and territorial 
varieties does not seem exactly fair



Further research

● Quest for the new automatic ling-SNP markers search and extraction 
methods

● Systemic investigation of Khislavichi/Russian/Belarusian Swadesh and basic 
vocabulary lists

● Search for other sources of ling-SNP markers
● Including the material of the other East Slavic lects for triangulation/outgroup 

comparison
● Search for new classification and distance measurement methods
● Tests on the other material and thorough discussion of a method are required



Thank you!
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